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Abstract

This article describes a novel approach to linguistic field research consisting in exploiting the self-regulation of a market for collecting data on language use. The market is conceived as an output-agreement game with a purpose called Borsa Parole. The agreement can be traded with by the players what makes it adjustable. Borsa Parole has been conceived and is deployed for a linguistic study on the divergence of Italian dialects and vernaculars.

Introduction

In traditional linguistic field research, studies are conducted by researchers, typically doctoral students, interviewing in the various areas of relevance on the language they use people of various backgrounds. For being meaningful, a large number of people must be interviewed, what makes linguistic field research a time consuming and expensive endeavour. As a consequence, mostly small scale studies are usually conducted. Eventually, the data gathered from such small scale studies are brought together, what might result in inconsistent data. Furthermore, the data being collected by researchers are rarely unbiased. Biases might affect how people are selected and how their answers are written down by the linguists conducting the field research [4, 13].

This article describes a new game with a purpose (GWAP) with code name “Borsa Parole”, Italian for “Word Stock Exchange”. A beta version of the game is available at http://beta.metropolitalia.org/. Borsa Parole has been specifically designed for overcoming the aforementioned drawbacks of traditional linguistic field research. Borsa Parole leaves it to players to both suggest vernacular or dialectal sentences and to estimate the geographical areas or social communities in which these sentences are used. Borsa Parole keeps the linguists out the data collection loop, thus both dramatically reducing the costs of field research and ensuring an unbiased data collection.

The gaming paradigm of Borsa Parole is that of a stock exchange for vernacular or dialectal sentences. Players can suggest sentences in a dialect or vernacular, assign them geographical areas where they think these sentences are commonly used and furthermore give an estimate of the
A proportion of people, that is, players, that are likely to assign the same areas to these sentences. A player performs well if her sentence stock is well received, that is, if it contain characteristic vernacular or dialectal sentences that are correctly assigned areas. The attractiveness of the game comes from the widespread interest for one’s own language and its variations. Experience shows that in all cultures there is a considerable interest in language issues and in reflecting on one’s own language variations.

The agreement achieved among Borsa Parole players is adjustable: A player can revise at any time her sentence stock, especially refining the areas assigned to sentences and her estimates of how well these areas are likely to be recognised by other players. Thus, Borsa Parole taps in the self-regulation of a market for speakers themselves to generate linguistic estimates that steadily converges towards social agreements.

A salient feature of Borsa Parole is its self-sufficiency: Except at the game’s start, no sentences have to be provided by the linguists pursuing the study. Both, the linguistic material and its interpretation is provided by the players themselves. This has two advantages. First, its makes the game self-sufficient and therefore scalable. There is no risk that a success of the game results in its laking of data and consequently in its loosing the interest of its players. Second, it ensures an unbiased data collection.

The contributions of this article are as follows:

- A novel GWAP based on a market providing an output-agreement strategy with adjustable agreement.
- A reflection on making the game self-sufficient and therefore scalable.
- A reflection on how to exploit GWAPs for linguistic field research.

This article is structured as follows. After this introduction, the linguistic motivation of this research is briefly presented. Then, related work is discussed. Then, the game is explained in more detail. Finally, perspectives for further research are mentioned in a conclusion.

**Motivation: Field Research on the Divergence of the Italian Vernaculars and Dialects**

The Italian language spoken today in all areas, cities and countryside alike, and within all social groups is currently experiencing a divergence. This makes the Italian language different from most other European languages and especially worth of linguistic field research.

During the restructuring and standardisation process which the Italian language experienced more recently than most other European languages only in the late 19th century, a common language emerged out of several rather disparate dialects. However, instead of being perceived as languages for less educated people, the Italian dialects have remained in today’s spoken and written language across all social groups. A witness of this is strength of the Italian dialects is their presence on Wikipedia.

Vernaculars, that is unstandardised language varieties, too, are commonly used in Italy up till today. Vernaculars differ from (standardised) dialects and from each other in vocabulary,
grammar, and/or pronunciation. Standard Italian does not have a widely accepted pronunciation in contrast to English which gains it among others through the strict adherence of the BBC to a standard pronunciation [14]. Furthermore and importantly, the vernaculars spoken in large Italian cities currently evolve. Especially, new vernaculars emerge, disconnecting metropolises from one another [10].

Linguistic studies, especially on Italian vernaculars and dialects, require to gather multi-dimensional data on speakers’, especially their social background, their geographical areas, and their education, the situation in which the speech takes place, like formal or informal, the time at which it takes place, and also whether the language used is written or spoken [10]. So far, there is not much data available for Italian vernacular and dialects.

The focus of the field research for which Borsa Parole has been developed is on vernacular and dialect sentences associated to geographical areas and speakers’ genders, ages, and education level. In a first stage, only written language data is collected. Data on spoken languages will be gathered at a later stage of the study.

Related Work

Von Ahn and Dabbish have called GWAPs games that use human computation to solving a computational problem [20]. This article proposed the ESP game in which the same image is shown to two randomly paired players who are rewarded if they suggest the same label for that image. Since the only resource shared by the two players is the image, the players tend to enter descriptions that are likely to be given also by their counterpart player. The image descriptions collected with the ESP Game have been used to improve image search.

Several other GWAPs have been designed that solve different goals, among others games for protein-folding [3] and for eliciting user preferences [5].

The verification strategies for asserting that a player’s input can be accepted as a correct solution are limited if no algorithm can verify their correctness. The article [21] and the book [12] investigate possible verification strategies and suggests the following game-structure templates for two-player GWAPs: output-agreement games, inversion-problem games and input-agreement games. Most GWAPs that have been proposed so far fall into one of these principles. More recently, additional verification strategies have been developed such as the complementary-agreement strategy of the game Polarity [11].

The GWAP Borsa Parole described in the present article differs from standard output-agreement games as characterised by von Ahn and Dabbish in [21] inasmuch that Borsa Parole players can also express an extent to which an agreement is to hold and also because this extent can be adjusted. We therefore call Borsa Parole an “output-agreement game with adjustable agreement”.

Jain and Parkes have explored in [8] how incentives change the equilibrium of a game and therefore the outcomes it yields. Ho and Chen abstract in [7] from a specific game and propose formal models for verification. These two articles have influenced our design of Borsa Parole.

Munro et al. present in [16] linguistic projects exploiting Human Computation, specifically, Amazon Mechanical Turk, where users are paid for completing tasks. An important conclusion of this article is that the linguistic quality achieved using Human Computation is comparable to that of controlled laboratory studies. Further articles report on using GWAPs for gathering
corpora annotations [1, 6], transcriptions [17], and emotions, intentions, and attitudes [18].

Duolingo\(^1\) is a platform offering its users support in learning languages which collects material for automating translation.

Borsa Parole, being a market, is related to prediction markets where prices are used to estimate the probability of future events [23]. Borsa Parole is similar to prediction markets inasmuch that the same self-regulation is used for generating a social agreement. Borsa Parole differs from prediction market inasmuch that, instead of predicting a future event, it serves to the collective assessment of properties of a language by the speakers of this language. Note that some researchers have expressed the view that direct estimates might be more precise than those generated on a prediction markets [15].

To the best the author’s knowledge, no other GWAP than Borsa Parole have been proposed so far that relies on a market.

**Gameplay**

A player can play in two different and complementary manners that can be rather freely intertwined during the course of a play. A player can either enter new sentences and speculate on their properties (where and by whom they are spoken), or by speculate on sentences that have already been suggested by others or by oneself. Thus, the game really is a language stock exchange where a player can both sell, that is, submit sentences, and speculate on already suggested sentences.

In speculating on sentences already suggested, each session consists of five successive rounds during each of which a sentence is the object of focus. So far, the game provides written sentences but an extension with spoken sentences is foreseen.\(^2\)

A sentence is presented to a player as shown by Figure 1 which can first specify in which area she thinks the sentence is used. Then, she can

- speculate on the proportion of players who, in her opinion, are likely to assign the same area to this sentence,
- highlight the words from the sentence that motivated her choice, and
- speculate on on the gender, age, and level of education of speakers of that sentence.

After five rounds are completed, a summary of the five sentences presented during the rounds is displayed to the player who can now inspect, and possibly re-assess her speculations.

In the following, some steps are discussed in more details.

In the first phase of a round, a player has to assign an area to the displayed sentence. This is done either by stepwise selecting an area on a map which, at each choice, focuses on the selected area and reduces its scale, or by entering the (beginning of the) name of an area into the text field. Instead of answering, a player can jump to the next sentence.

The player can also select a question mark next to the sentence in case it is not fully understandable to her. A translation in standard Italian is then given. The purpose of this translation

---

\(^1\)http://www.duolingo.com

\(^2\)The foreseen extension of Borsa Parole with spoken sentences does not require any change to the game logic.
Figure 1: Borsa Parole during the choice of an area for the displayed sentence (in English “Try to take this exam, whatever may happen!”). The player is in round (“Turno”) 1 of 5 and achieved 0 points (“Punti”) so far. “Viene da” means “Comes from”, “Sud” means “South” (the current area selected), the buttons are “OK” and “Back”, and the request in the red box on the left hand side means “For a more precise choice click on the map again, or confirm.” The button above the map means “I don’t know. Skip”.

Prova a darti questa materia e come va, va!
is to avoid a player’s frustration and to increase the attractiveness of the game by making it a
place where to discover vernacular and dialectal sentences. The software keeps track for later
linguistic analysis of every asking for a translation as well as of every other actions performed
by a player.

After assigning an area to a sentence, a player can speculate on the proportion of players
she thinks are likely to assign that sentence to the same area as she does. Such a speculations
are added to a player’s list of speculations. From her speculations list, a player can track her
performances and adjust the values and data she speculates with. As people guess, the values
and data change and as a consequence, each speculation is valued differently over time. Points
are granted for good matches with the actual values and data as explained below in Section
“Game’s Scoring”.

The changing valuations are an incentive for players to review and adjust their speculations
and to come back to the game. Indeed, their speculations give them rewards (points) even when
they are not active on the platform.

A player is prompted to highlight the words from the phrase displayed that influenced her
choice and further on to give clues on the gender, age, and level of education a speaker of the
phrase is, in her opinion, likely to have. Note that this step can be skipped, so as the game not to
be too demanding on the players. As with other speculations, a player gets feedback on how her
estimations compare to the values observed. If a player’s speculation is good enough, points are
awarded to the player.

Tapping in a Market’s Reflexivity

A player’s speculation on a sentence consists of a five-tuple consisting of:

A Phrase
Which can be a complete sentence or an expression.

A Player
The player who speculates.

An Area
The geographic region, political region, province, or municipality where the player spec-
ulates that the phrase is spoken.

Speakers’ Characteristics
Among other gender, age, level of education of the people that, in the player’s opinion,
are likely to use this phrase.

Recognition
The estimated proportion of players the player thinks are likely to recognise the phrase
like she does.

The motivation for speculating on the market is that players are on the one hand animated to
provide with data they perceive as correct, and on the other hand awarded for estimating how
many players agree with them. Doing so, they assess how much of an expert they consider
themselves to be for this phrase and/or by setting the percentage to a high (common knowledge
in Italy) or low (regional knowledge, uncommon, thus expert) value.

If a player is rather confident of an area for a phrase and thinks that other players are likely
to confirm his assessment, she will choose a high recognition value. If a player is confident in
her choice but believes that a phrase is unlikely to be often recognised, she will choose a low
recognition value. If a player is unsure about her choice, she will either not speculate on this
phrase or speculate with a low recognition value.

Unsure players are furthermore identified by their asking for translations in Standard Italian
of the phrase displayed.

By allowing players to modify their speculations, the market regulates itself. A player can
learn from other players and re-adjust her speculation so as to be more successful. In other
words, the market incites players to express not what they might believe in but instead what they
believe the community believes. This reflexivity in the behaviour of participants in a market has
been called “beauty contest” effect by Lord Keynes [9] in his celebrated criticism of speculative
markets. For our purposes, the beauty contest effect is no deficiency but instead an advantage.
Indeed, all we wish to track is how a community assesses phrases. As of language, the believes
of individuals are irrelevant.

Game’s Self-Sufficiency

We call a GWAP self-sufficient if its generates the data its needs for its proper functioning. If a
GWAP is not self-sufficient, then it must be regularly provided with new data. Especially if the
GWAP becomes successful and attract always more players, a lack of self-sufficiency might be a
serious problems and might threaten the game’s scalability [19]. Indeed, providing a game with
the additional data its increasing player’s audience requires will soon require more human work
the game operators can provide with resulting eventually in the game frustrating and therefore
loosing its audience.

The data needed by a game can be provided in a self-sufficient way either by having access
to an unbounded amount of data which is gradually offered by the players like for example the
abundant amount of images available on the Web the ESP game [20] is based upon or by letting
players themselves create the data other players process.

If the data needed by a game have to be added by some human work, then the game structure
has to be adapted. The operators of Foldit have chosen to present only a few puzzles at a time,
that is, not to scale the game’s data with the number of its players [2].

Borsa Parole has been designed so as to be self-sufficient not only so as to avoid additional
human work for gathering the data needed by the game but also for avoiding biases in the data
collection. Indeed, vernaculars ad dialects that, so far, are insufficiently known, cannot easily be
collected in an unbiased manner by the game’s operators.

Borsa Parole has a cold start problem, though: Seed data are needed for the first players to
have data to play with. We retain a standard bootstrapping approach for solving this problem
which consists in gathering seed data by1 –admittedly biased human work [22].
The scoring system is another integral part of a GWAP to achieve the intended goals. It provides players with feedback on their actions. A game’s scoring should reward players for actions that are beneficial to the GWAP’s objectives but not for actions that do not contribute to those goals. Furthermore, rewards should motivate the player to keep on playing.

To achieve this, most scoring of Borsa Parole is based on a player’s output agreement with the rest of the community of players. For all speculations, the best concordance with values observed from the community provides the highest reward. The maximum score for a speculation is linked to the number of similar speculations: The more players speculate, the higher the maximum score.

For scoring area assignments, the geographic vicinity is important. Therefore, we also score nearby areas, however less than exact matches. The chosen areas can differ in the scale of the area (broad geographic region, political region, province, and municipality, see Figure 2) as well as the geographic vicinity within one scale (e.g., neighbouring provinces). If a player assigns an area which is adjacent to the area assigned by most other players, he still receives 80% of the points he could have got for an exact match. The same is true if he chooses Italian’s capital city Rome whereas the majority assigned the province surrounding Rome (i.e., a more precise assignment). For choosing the province Rome if the majority of the other players assigned the city Rome he receives 50% of the points because this information is less detailed but still useful.

Conclusion and Perspectives

This article has described a novel approach to linguistic field research using a GWAP called Borsa Parole of a novel kind based on a market and speculation paradigm. Borsa Parole relies on
the beauty contest effect of speculative market for fostering and tracking a community agreement of properties of vernaculars and dialects.

The use of Human Computation, including GWAPs, in linguistic has just begun. Arguably, Human Computation is very promising as a new, cheaper and less biased form linguistic field study than traditional linguistic field study.
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